INTRODUCTION
============

Cell communication with the outside world takes place at the cell membrane, where membrane-bound protein receptors acquire extracellular stimuli and trigger the release of intracellular second messengers through a sequence of tightly regulated protein interactions ([@B21]). Such molecular events require the participating membrane proteins and lipids to be positioned at specific locations and at appropriate times. To ensure that this happens, the plasma membrane remains highly dynamic, allowing molecules to be transported "vertically" through the membrane and to move "laterally" within the membrane. In the original fluid mosaic model ([@B77]), the cell membrane was thought of as a quasi--two dimensional (2D) fluid layer with membrane proteins dispersed as individual moving islands. The dynamics of the membrane molecules is thus determined primarily by the viscous damping of the cell membrane and surrounding medium ([@B73]). However, many recent studies have revealed that there are a wide range of structures on the membrane, which give rise to dynamic heterogeneity at the nano- and microscales ([@B26]; [@B44]; [@B62]; [@B49]; [@B54]; [@B2]; [@B24]; [@B75]; [@B76]; [@B43]).

Although our general view of molecular motion in living cells has evolved with recent discoveries of the slow active remodeling of the cytoskeletal network due to the activity of molecular motors and other nonequilibrium cellular processes ([@B32]; [@B55]; [@B36]; [@B64]), as yet we still do not have a quantitative answer as to how and to what extent the active dynamics in the living cell affects the statistics of the protein motion. The lack of a systematic analysis of the protein motion is partially due to the fact that direct measurement of the statistical properties, such as the probability density function (normalized histogram or PDF) *P*(Δ*x*) of the protein's displacement Δ*x*(τ) over a long delay time τ often requires a large volume of individual protein trajectories, which are difficult to obtain from living cells. As a result, most previous studies in this area only measured the mean squared displacement (MSD), 〈Δ*x*^2^(τ)〉, which requires less statistics. It is now generally acknowledged that the MSD fits alone are not sufficient to distinguish between physically different microscopic models for membrane diffusion ([@B19]; [@B41]).

In a recent experiment ([@B39]), we carried out a systematic study of the lateral motion of a transmembrane protein on live muscle cell membrane cultured from *Xenopus* embryos. The protein chosen for the study was acetylcholine receptor (AChR), which is a well-characterized neurotransmitter receptor for the study of neuromuscular junctions ([@B28], [@B87]). The lateral mobility of AChRs plays an essential role in determining the response of the postsynaptic membrane to neurotransmitter stimuli. With the help of photostable fluorescent labeling of the individual AChRs with quantum dots and an advanced single-molecule tracking algorithm, we were able to obtain a significantly large volume of individual AChR trajectories from more than 360 live cells over a wide range of sampling rates (up to 80 frames per second \[fps\]) and long delay times (up to 200 s).

A central finding of this investigation was that the mobile trajectories of the individual AChRs do not follow the Gaussian statistics for normal Brownian diffusion. Instead, it was found that the measured PDF *P*(Δ*x*) has an exponential tail, which is robust and universal for cells under different conditions. Furthermore, the structurally identical AChRs were found to have very different dynamic behavior, with a heavy-tailed distribution in their "instantaneous" diffusion coefficient δ. The Brownian motion of molecules at thermal equilibrium usually has a finite correlation time and will eventually be randomized after a long delay time τ, so that the central limit theorem applies and the displacement Δ*x*(τ) follows the Gaussian statistics, as was originally envisioned by Saffman and Delbruck ([@B73]). This is true even when the molecules have experienced a complex environment over a finite correlation time. Yet the measured PDF *P*(Δ*x*) for the AChRs is non-Gaussian with an exponential tail, which is independent of the delay time τ, the measured long-time diffusion coefficient *D*~L~ (see the discussions of [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} below for the definition of *D*~L~) and the origin and cultured days of the cells.

To explain the observed non-Gaussian statistics and dynamic heterogeneity in living cells, we proposed a dynamic picket-fence (DPF) model ([@B39]) of membrane organization involving slow active remodeling of the underlying cortical actin network. As illustrated in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we postulated in the DPF model that the immobile and transiently confined transmembrane proteins form a continuous random network, permeating the membrane. Because this (transiently) immobile protein network is anchored to the underlying cortical actin network, the two networks are strongly coupled, with similar structures and dynamics. Recent experiments with electron tomography and super-resolution optical imaging ([@B63]; [@B86]; [@B24]; [@B72]) revealed that the cortical actin layer underneath the plasma membrane is made of a thin layer of random F-actin network with a variety of meshes (or corrals) of different sizes. Consequently, the (transiently) immobile protein network, which all the mobile membrane molecules, including both transmembrane proteins and lipids, diffuse through, is not uniform and has large spatial variations. In dense regions, where the immobile network has smaller mesh (corral) sizes, the diffusion of mobile membrane molecules is strongly hindered. In light regions, on the other hand, the immobile network has larger mesh (corral) sizes, and hence the mobile membrane molecules diffuse faster. In this way, the immobile protein network produces a unique crowding effect to all membrane molecules, giving rise to a local diffusion coefficient δ, which has a broad (exponential-like) distribution. Because the slow remodeling of the cortical network (and hence the \[transiently\] immobile protein network) involves active cellular processes (such as myosin motors; [@B9]; [@B68]), it is capable of producing fluctuations with a long correlation time, to which the central limit theorem does not apply.

![Explanation of the dynamic picket-fence model. (a) Cortical actin network with anchored proteins (blue), which form a continuous random network, partitioning the membrane into corrals of different sizes. (b) The motion of mobile proteins (red) is confined to corrals, whose lift time is determined by the slow dynamics of the cortical network. As a result, the diffusion of the mobile proteins is strongly influenced by the size of the corrals, giving rise to a broad distribution of the local diffusion coefficient δ.](mbc-31-1380-g001){#F1}

In this paper, we report a comparative study of the lateral motion of ganglioside GM1, which is a glycosphingolipid residing on the outer leaflet of the *Xenopus* muscle cell membrane and thus does not have direct interactions with the underlying cortical actin network. The ganglioside GM1 was recognized as a lipid raft marker in previous single-particle tracking studies ([@B66]). It is found that the GM1s shares the same dynamic heterogeneity and non-Gaussian behavior as the AChRs. This finding supports an important prediction of the DPF model that all the mobile membrane molecules, including lipids and lipid-tethered proteins on the outer leaflet of the cell membrane, should have the same dynamic behavior. Furthermore, we introduce drug treatments to alter the dynamics of the underlying actin network and study their effects on membrane diffusion.

RESULTS
=======

Dynamic heterogeneity of GM1 trajectories
-----------------------------------------

[Figure 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a representative collection of 143 GM1 trajectories from a single muscle cell over a duration of 80 s. Two distinct features are observed for the lateral motion of GM1s on the live cell membrane. First, the size of the GM1 trajectories varies greatly during the same time period, indicating that these identical GM1s exhibit a huge amount of dynamic heterogeneity, some being mobile (red trajectories) and others nearly immobile (black trajectories). Among the mobile GM1s, some move fast (with a large trajectory size) and others slower (with a smaller trajectory size). Second, even the mobile trajectories (red trajectories) contain some transient immobile fragments (thicker red fragments). Similar dynamic heterogeneity was also observed for the AChRs on the same kind of *Xenopus* muscle cells, as shown in [Figure 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

![(a) One hundred forty-three representative GM1 trajectories with 400 time steps (80 s). (b) One hundred sixty-two AChR trajectories with 400 time steps (80 s). All the trajectories are obtained from the bottom membrane of a *Xenopus* muscle cell with a viewing area 68 × 68 μm^2^. Red trajectories indicate fast-moving GM1s/AChRs and black ones indicate nearly immobile GM1s/AChRs.](mbc-31-1380-g002){#F2}

To have a quantitative description of dynamic heterogeneity of the GM1 trajectories, we calculate their normalized radius of gyration *Rg*′ = *Rg*/〈*Rg*〉, where 〈*Rg*〉 is the mean value of *Rg*. For Brownian diffusion, one has 〈*Rg*〉 = \[(2/3)D~0~τ\]^1/2^ with *D*~0~ being the diffusion coefficient ([@B39]). For the GM1 trajectories, we define 〈*Rg* (τ)〉 = \[(2/3)D~L~τ\]^1/2^, with *D*~L~ = 0.065 µm^2^/s being the long-time diffusion coefficient of the GM1s averaged over 307 muscle cells. By using the normalized *Rg*′, one can compare the GM1 trajectories taken over different *τ* and/or under different sample conditions.

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured probability density function (PDF or normalized histogram) *h*(*Rg*′) of *Rg*′ for the GM1 trajectories. The data are obtained by averaging over 70 cells cultured under the same conditions but from different frogs and embryos and on different culture days after dissection. The measured *h*(*Rg*′)s under different sampling rates also collapse onto a single master curve, once the normalized *Rg*′ is used. The measured *h*(*Rg*′) has a peak at *Rg*′ ≃ 0.15 and a plateau region around *Rg*′ ≃ 1, followed by a long exponential tail (black solid line), which reveals the large dynamic heterogeneity of the mobile trajectories. The red vertical line indicates the cutoff value (*Rg*′)c = 0.3, which is used to define the immobile GM1 trajectories (black trajectories in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For comparison, we also show, in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the measured *h*(*Rg*′) for the AChR trajectories (red triangles), which has a shape similar to that for the GM1s.

![Measured PDF (normalized histogram) *h*(*Rg*′) of the normalized radius of gyration Rg′ for the GM1 trajectories taken at 5 fps (black circles) and 80 fps (green diamonds). The red triangles are obtained from the AChR trajectories taken at 5 fps. Each *h*(*Rg*′) is obtained by averaging the data from 70 cells under the same condition. The error bars indicate the SD of the measurements. The black solid line shows the exponential function *h*(*Rg*′) ≃ 1.5 exp (--1.25 *Rg*′). The red vertical line indicates the cutoff value (*Rg*′)c = 0.3 used to define the immobile trajectories.](mbc-31-1380-g003){#F3}

Anomalous diffusion on live cell membrane
-----------------------------------------

[Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured MSD 〈Δ*r*^2^ (τ)〉 as a function of τ for the mobile GM1 trajectories. The data are taken at two sampling rates: 80 fps (red circles) and 5 fps (black circles). To achieve a higher sampling rate, the viewing area of the camera is cropped. Because the immobile GM1s are distributed nonuniformly in space, we find that the measured MSDs at the two sampling rates do not overlap in the common range of τ between 0.2 and 1.25 s. A smooth overlap between the two sets of data is achieved once the immobile trajectories are removed from the ensemble average. In the short-*τ* region (τ \< 2 s), the measured MSD goes as 〈Δ*r*^2^ (τ)〉 ∼ τ^α^ with its slope α in the log--log plot varying in the range 0.37 ≲ α ≲ 0.91. Only in the long-τ limit (τ \> 2 s) does the measured MSD become diffusive with α ≃ 1 (blue solid line). In this case, we have 〈Δ*r*^2^ (τ)〉 = 4*D*~L~τ, where *D*~L~ is the long-time diffusion coefficient of the GM1s. [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} thus reveals a crossover from subdiffusion to normal diffusion.

![(a) Measured MSD 〈Δ*r*^2^(τ)〉 as a function of delay time τ for the mobile GM1 trajectories taken at two sampling rates of 80 fps (red circles) and 5 fps (black circles). The green triangles are obtained from the immobile GM1 trajectories. Data from a single cell are used in the ensemble average. The blue diamonds are obtained from the immobile QDs, which are physically stuck on a coverslip. The blue solid line indicates the relationship 〈Δ*r*^2^(τ)〉 with a slope of unity in the log--log plot. (b) A linear plot of the measured 〈Δ*r*^2^(τ)〉 as a function of τ for the mobile GM1 trajectories taken from a single cell with a sampling rate of 0.25 fps. The red solid line is a linear fit to the data points with τ \< 45 s.](mbc-31-1380-g004){#F4}

Also included in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} are the measured MSDs for the immobile GM1s (green triangles) and stationary QDs (blue diamonds), which are approximately independent of τ. The stationary QDs are physically stuck on a glass coverslip, and thus their MSD provides a noise background, 〈Δ*r*^2^〉~B~ ≃ 3*.*11 × 10*^−^*^3^ μm^2^ . The measured MSD for the immobile GM1s is 〈Δ*r*^2^〉~I~ ≃ 14*.*7 × 10*^−^*^3^ μm^2^, which is about half the asymptotic value 〈Δ*r*^2^〉~0~ ≃ 36 × 10*^−^*^3^ μm^2^ for the mobile GM1s at the τ → 0 limit. In this limit, the measured MSD becomes the mean square fluctuation, , which is a sum of (〈Δ*r*^2^〉~0~)*~i~* from all independent fluctuation sources *i*. By subtracting the noise background, we find that the immobile GM1s jiggle in a typical range *R*~0~ = \[(〈Δ*r*^2^〉~I~--〈Δ*r*^2^〉~B~)/4\]^1/2^ = 60 nm. A similar value of *R*~0~ was also found for the immobile AChRs ([@B39]). We thus conclude that this 50--60 nm--ranged jiggling may result from the agitation of the underlying cortical actin network, to which the immobile GM1s and AChRs are either directly or indirectly bound.

The long-time behavior of 〈Δ*r*^2^(τ)〉 is best presented in the linear plot, as shown in [Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Because of the optimal imaging condition used and the high efficiency of our tracking algorithm ([@B39]), we are able to obtain long-time trajectories of the GM1s with adequate statistics. In a wide range of 2s ≲ τ ≲ 45 s, in which the GM1s have diffused about 4 μm (or ∼4000 times their own diameter), the measured 〈Δ*r*^2^(τ)〉 can be well described by a linear function of τ (red solid line). From the slope of the fitted solid line, we obtain *D*~L~ = 0.092 μm^2^ s^--1^. For even longer delay times, τ ≳ 100 s, the measured 〈Δ*r*^2^(τ)〉 shows some deviations from the linear fit, which are caused by insufficient statistics in the data set from a single cell.

Membrane proteins in live cells were also found to exhibit subdiffusive behavior ([@B78], [@B49], [@B71], [@B84]), which is often referred to as anomalous diffusion. Because of the limited number and time span of the protein trajectories obtained, however, the measured MSD in some previous studies only revealed a subdiffusive regime without showing a crossover to long-time diffusion. Some of the measurements also suffered relatively large statistical uncertainties at long delay times τ. The MSD shown in [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"} clearly reveals crossover behavior from subdiffusion to long-time diffusion with the crossover time τ~L~ ≈ 2 s. In the long-time diffusion regime as shown in [Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the measured MSD remains as a linear function of τ up to the longest delay time, ∼100 s, indicating that the membrane is very fluidic for GM1s (and AChRs). During this time, GM1s diffuse about 6 μm (or ∼1000 times their own diameter) and no permanent fence is found at this length scale to confine the motion of GM1s.

[Figure 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the measured *D*~L~ for the GM1s from 307 cells cultured under the same conditions but from different frogs and embryos and on different culture days after dissection. The values of *D*~L~ have a fairly narrow distribution with 〈*D*~L~〉~GM1~ = 0.065 ± 0.034 μm^2^ s^--1^. For comparison, we also include the distribution of the measured *D*~L~ for the AChRs from 365 cells. It is seen that the AChRs' distribution has a shape similar to that for the GM1s, but on average the AChRs move more slowly than the GM1s, with 〈*D*~L~〉~AChR~ = 0.041 ± 0.015 μm^2^ s^--1^.

![(a) Comparison of the distribution of the measured long-time diffusion coefficients *D*~L~ of GM1s (black bars) and AChRs (red bars) (b) Comparison of the distribution of measured mobile ratios γ of the GM1s (black bars) and AChRs (red bars).](mbc-31-1380-g005){#F5}

As shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, both AChRs and GM1s have a considerable number of immobile trajectories, which were assumed to be anchored on the underlying cortical actin network in the DPF model. These immobile molecules, together with other anchored transmembrane proteins, form a (transiently) immobile network at high concentrations, with a structure similar to that of the underlying actin network. As a result, the motion of all mobile (unanchored) membrane molecules, including both transmembrane proteins and lipids, is hindered by this immobile porous network permeating the membrane. The mobile ratio γ, which is defined as the number ratio of the mobile trajectories to the total number of trajectories, reflects the number fraction of the membrane molecules whose dynamics is determined primarily by the confinement of membrane partition. [Figure 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the final statistics of the mobile ratio γ of the GM1s from the 307 cells. The distribution of γ is broad, with the mean value 〈γ〉~GM1~ = 0.67 ± 0.16. The value of γ tends to be smaller for unhealthy cells and for cells cultured over a long period of time. The AChRs have a similar distribution of γ, with the mean value 〈γ〉~AChR~ = 0.64 ± 0.17 being approximately the same as that for the GM1s.

Non-Gaussian statistics of displacements
----------------------------------------

We now discuss the statistical properties of the *x*- and *y*-components of the displacement vector Δ*r* (τ) at a fixed value of τ. [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured PDFs (normalized histograms), *P* (Δ*x′*) and *P* (Δ*y′*), as a function of the normalized variables Δ*x′* = Δ*x*/(2D~L~τ)^1/2^ and Δ*y′* = Δ*y*/(2D~L~τ)^1/2^, where (2D~L~τ)^1/2^ is the average diffusion length. Although the measured *D*~L~ varies considerably under different cell conditions, the measured histograms *P* (Δ*x′*) and *P* (Δ*y′*) for the mobile GM1s obtained under different sample conditions all collapse onto a single master curve, once the normalized variable Δ*x′* (and Δ*y′*) is used. Except for a sharp peak near the origin, all of the PDFs have an exponential tail, *P* (Δ*x′*) ∼ exp (--β\|Δx′\|), with β = 1.26 (red solid line). The error bars show the SD of the black circles averaged over 10 cells. Similar *P* (Δ*x′*)s (and *P* (Δ*y′*)s) are also found for the mobile AChRs ([@B39]). These experimental results thus demonstrate that GM1s and AChRs have a common exponential PDF *P* (Δ*x′*) (and *P* (Δ*y′*)), which has a universal form among the cells under different sample conditions and is persistent for different values of delay time τ.

![Measured PDFs *P* (Δ*x*^′^) and *P* (Δ*y*^′^) of the normalized displacements Δ*x*^′^ and Δ*y*^′^ for the mobile trajectories of GM1s. The data are obtained from 10 cells under different sample conditions: 1) Δ*x*^′^ (τ) with τ = 1 s (black triangles), 4 s (black circles), and 10 s (black squares); 2) Δ*y*^′^ (τ) with τ = 4 s (blue circles); and 3) Δ*x*^′^ (τ) with τ = 4 s for the mobile trajectories of AChRs from 10 cells (green diamonds). The error bars show the SD of the black circles averaged over 10 cells. The red solid line is an exponential fit to the black circles, *P* (Δ*x*^′^) ≃ aexp (--β\|Δ*x*^′^\|), with *a* = 0*.*53 and β =1.26.](mbc-31-1380-g006){#F6}

It was shown that the exponential PDF *P* (Δ*x′*) is directly linked to the fact that the membrane molecules have a broad distribution in their diffusion coefficient. In this case, one can show that ([@B39])

where each subgroup of membrane molecules is assumed to obey the Gaussian statistics with a diffusion coefficient δ,

and δ has an exponential-like distribution,

with *D~L~* being the mean value of *δ* measured in [Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The predicted decay rate is very close to the measured β = 1*.*26, as shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

To further test [Eq. (1)](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} for the mobile GM1s, we directly measure the "instantaneous" diffusion coefficient δ = 〈Δ*r*^2^ (τ)〉t/(4τ) with the delay time τ = 1 s and the averaging time *t* = 4*.*2 s, above which the measured MSD becomes diffusive (see [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the measured PDF *f* (δ′) of the normalized diffusion coefficient δ′ = δ/*D*~L~ for two groups of GM1s under different culture conditions. For comparison, we also include the data for the AChRs from 10 cells. All of the measured PDFs for the cells from different embryos or cultured on different days collapse onto a single master curve, once the normalized δ′ is used in the plot. They have a universal shape with a sharp peak for small values of δ′ followed by an exponential-like tail (red solid line). The peak near the origin is caused by the immobile fragments in the mobile trajectories. A small deviation of the slope of the measured *f* (δ′) in the semilog plot from unity is due to sampling fluctuations in the measured δ′, which causes broadening of the measured PDFs ([@B60]; [@B39]). [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} thus confirms that the theoretical prediction given in [Equation 2](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} is a universal mechanism, which applies to both transmembrane proteins (such as AChRs) and lipids on the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane (such as GM1s).

![Measured PDF *f* (δ′) of the normalized diffusion coefficient δ′ = δ/*D*~L~ for the mobile GM1 trajectories. The data are obtained from two groups of 10 cells each cultured for 1 day (black circles) and 6 days (blue triangles), respectively. The green diamonds are obtained from the mobile AChR trajectories taken from a group of 10 cells cultured for 1day. The error bars indicate the SD of the black circles averaged over 10 cells. The red solid line is an exponential fit to the black circles, *f* (δ′) ≃ 0.45 exp (--0.82δ′).](mbc-31-1380-g007){#F7}

Theoretical models of anomalous diffusion of membrane proteins have considered the effects of diffusion obstruction by permanent or transient obstacles and confinement by transient binding of diffusing proteins to a hierarchy of traps ([@B49]; [@B74]; [@B41]; [@B79]). In the latter case, the time that the protein molecules are confined in the traps was assumed to have a power-law distribution ([@B85]; [@B41]; [@B58]), which gives rise to a nonconverging mean trapping time. For example, [@B19] and [@B20] discussed how a trapping potential affects the τ-dependence of the measured MSD. [@B31] used the continuous-time random walk (CTRW) model to describe the membrane protein motion with a series of random jumps interrupted by "trapping" events with power law--distributed waiting times. While these models can predict certain aspects of anomalous diffusion, such as the subdiffusion exponent α, the present experiment reveals some new features of membrane diffusion, which have not been considered in the previous models. The new features include the persistent exponential tail in the measured PDFs *P* (Δ*x*′) (and *P* (Δ*y*′)), which is invariant with delay time τ, and a crossover to apparently normal diffusion (in terms of MSD) at long delay times (τ \> 2 s) but with non-Gaussian statistics.

One could introduce a crossover to normal diffusion by assuming that the trapping time of the protein molecules has an upper bound at equilibrium and thus their correlation time is finite. In this case, the protein trajectories would eventually be randomized at the long-time limit, and their displacement Δ*x*′ (and Δ*y*′) would follow the Gaussian statistics. Indeed, such a crossover back to Gaussian statistics has been observed in a variety of dense fluid systems at equilibrium, such as colloidal diffusion near its glass transition ([@B30]; [@B42]) and over an external random potential ([@B37]). Therefore, a new crossover mechanism is needed to explain the non-Gaussian diffusion dynamics of membrane molecules (including AChRs and GM1s) in the long-time regime. The DPF model assumed that the observed non-Gaussian statistics for membrane molecules are linked to the slow active remodeling of the underlying cortical actin network, which involves active cellular processes and thus is capable of producing fluctuations with a long correlation time, to which the central limit theorem does not apply.

Effects of the cortical actin network on membrane diffusion
-----------------------------------------------------------

The above experimental results demonstrate that GM1s and AChRs share the same dynamic heterogeneity and non-Gaussian statistics. This finding provides a strong support for the DPF model, as depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The DPF model predicted ([@B39]) that the observed dynamic heterogeneity of the membrane molecules is caused by the immobile and transiently confined proteins, which are anchored to the underlying cortical actin network. As a result, all the mobile membrane molecules, including both transmembrane proteins and lipids, will diffuse through this porous network, and the dynamics of membrane diffusion is strongly influenced by the dynamics of the cortical actin network. In the Supplementary Material, we show that our finding that GM1s and AChRs share the same diffusion dynamics is not caused by some other possible effects associated with the imaging conditions and quantum dot labeling used in the experiment.

To further verify the DPF model, we introduce several drug treatments in the experiment to alter the dynamics of the F-actin network. Among the drug treatments, we find that depletion of the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) level in live *Xenopus* muscle cells by 2-deoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose and sodium azide produces the largest effect. Cellular ATP is produced by the phosphorylation of cytosolic substrates in glycolysis and by the Krebs cycle and oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria. These two sources of ATP production are inhibited by treating the live cells with a 1:1 mixture of 2-deoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose and sodium azide. An important advantage of the ATP depletion treatment is that it has a real-time indicator of the ATP level in living cells, magnesium green (MgGr), so that one can use MgGr to select those cells, which respond most effectively to the drug treatment, for further analysis. The responsive cells used count for about 50% of the cell population. It is important to have such a real-time selection of responsive cells to further reduce errors due to cell-to-cell variations and thus improve the statistical accuracy.

[Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between the measured mean values of 〈*D*~L~〉 and 〈γ〉 for the GM1s (black bars) from the ATP-depleted cells and those without the ATP depletion treatment. For comparison, we also include the data for the AChRs (red bars) with and without the ATP depletion treatment. It is seen that the depletion of intracellular ATP has a drastic effect on membrane diffusion. The value of the long-time diffusion coefficient *D*~L~ for GM1s is increased more than 10 times compared with the control value (0.61 μm^2^ s^--1^/0.056 μm^2^ s^--1^ = 10.89). Similarly, the value of 〈*D*~L~〉 for AChRs is increased more than 13 times (0.51 μm^2^ s^--1^/0.037 μm^2^ s^--1^ = 13.78). The value of the mobile ratio 〈γ〉 for GM1s is increased by 45% compared with the control value (0.93/0.64 = 1.45). Similarly, the value of 〈γ〉 for AChRs is increased by 80% (0.97/0.54 = 1.8).

![(a) Changes of the mean value of the long-time diffusion coefficient *D*~L~ for GM1s (black bars) and AChRs (red bars) after ATP depletion (DATP). (b) Changes of the mean value of the mobile ratio γ for GM1s (black bars) and AChRs (red bars) after DATP. The statistics of all the data sets for GM1s in a and b were obtained from 30 ATP-depleted cells in three separate experiments and those for AChRs were obtained from 40 ATP-depleted cells in three separate experiments. The error bars indicate the SD of the measurements. The effect of ATP depletion is shown with the shaded bars in comparison with the data from the untreated (normal) cells shown in solid bars.](mbc-31-1380-g008){#F8}

In addition to the large changes in the measured 〈*D*~L~〉 and 〈γ〉, the ATP depletion also produces a significant change in the statistics of the displacement Δ*x*(τ) (and Δγ(τ)). [Figure 9a](#F9){ref-type="fig"} shows how the measured PDFs (normalized histograms) *P* (Δ*x*′) of the normalized displacement Δ*x*′ (τ) for GM1s (black circles) and AChRs (red triangles) change after the ATP depletion. It is seen that the measured *P* (Δ*x*′) for both GM1s and AChRs does not have a simple exponential form for normal cells (blue dashed line) any more, and it curves up in the semilog plot with a small increase in *P* (Δ*x*′) at small values of Δ*x*′ and a decrease in *P* (Δ*x*′) at large values of Δ*x*′.

![(a) Measured PDF *P* ( Δ*x*′) of the normalized displacement Δ*x*′ (τ) with τ = 4 s for the mobile trajectories of GM1s (black circles) and AChRs (red triangles) after ATP depletion (DATP). The blue dashed line indicates the exponential fit, *P* ( Δ*x*′) ≃ 0.53 exp (--1.26\|*x*′\|), to the black circles shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. (b) Measured PDF *f* (δ′) of the normalized instantaneous diffusion coefficient δ′ = δ/*D*~L~ for the mobile trajectories of GM1s (black circles) and AChRs (red triangles) after DATP. The blue dashed line indicates the exponential fit, *f* (δ′) ≃ 0.45 exp (--0.82δ′), to the black circles shown in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}. The green dashed line shows the measured *f* (δ′) for the silica spheres undergoing normal Brownian diffusion. The statistics of all the data sets for GM1s in a and b were obtained from 30 ATP-depleted cells in three separate experiments and those for AChRs were obtained from 40 ATP-depleted cells in three separate experiments. All the cells used were cultured within the first two days. The error bars show the SD of the measurement for the black circles.](mbc-31-1380-g009){#F9}

Such a reduction of dynamic heterogeneity is observed more clearly in the measured histograms *f* (δ*^′^*) of the normalized instantaneous diffusion coefficient δ′ = δ/*D*~L~ for GM1s (black circles) and AChRs (red triangles) after the ATP depletion. The measured *f* (δ′) for both GM1s and AChRs, as shown in [Figure 9b](#F9){ref-type="fig"}, reveals a significant reduction in its tail part, with high values of δ′(δ′ \> 3) compared with that for normal cells (blue dashed line). After the ATP depletion, the distribution of the measured *δ′ beco*mes narrower and its shape becomes closer to that of normal Brownian diffusion for dynamically homogenous particles (green dashed line).

These experimental results indicate a general trend that the reduction of the intracellular ATP level seems to weaken the coupling between the plasma membrane and the cortical actin network, reducing the partition of the membrane so that the membrane molecules can diffuse more freely and homogeneously on the cell membrane. As a result, the mobility of the GM1s and AChRs is increased, the immobile fraction of the membrane molecules is decreased, and the level of dynamic heterogeneity and non-Gaussian behavior of the GM1s and AChRs is also significantly reduced. Such a trend of moving toward Gaussian statistics after ATP depletion becomes even more pronounced for the mobile trajectories of the GM1s and AChRs after their immobile segments are removed from the ensemble average ([@B80]).

To examine what actually happened to the cortical actin network, we use a fluorescently tagged phalloidin (Rhodamine-phalloidin) to visualize the F-actin network inside the muscle cells. [Figure 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} shows how the F-actin network inside the muscle cells changes after the treatment of ATP depletion. In the untreated (normal) muscle cell, actin filaments are abundant (see [Figure 10a](#F10){ref-type="fig"}) and they form sarcomeres, which are observed in [Figure 10b](#F10){ref-type="fig"} as fine periodic bands along the thick fibrils ([@B11]). In addition, F-actin filaments are abundant underneath the cell membrane in the peripheral region, and they support filopodial and lamellipodial protrusions. In the ATP depleted muscle cell, actin filaments remain abundant in the bulk region of the cell (see [Figure 10c](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). But there is a depletion region developed between the cell boundary and the bulk region, in which the fluorescence intensity of the cortical F-actin network is diminished (see [Figure 10d](#F10){ref-type="fig"}).

![Microscope images of the rhodamine--phalloidin stained F-actin filaments in a cultured *Xenopus* muscle cell. (a) Large view of an untreated (normal) cell; (b) enlarged view of a portion of the normal muscle cell; (c) large view of an entire cell (top portion of the image) after the ATP depletion; (d) enlarged view of a portion of the muscle cell after the ATP depletion, showing the local feature of F-actin filaments. All of the scale bars are 20 µm. The blue and red boxes in b and d show, respectively, a sampled cortical region and an adjacent bulk region further away from the cell boundary. Each box covers an area of 5 × 5 μm^2^, and they are aligned along the normal direction of the cell boundary, as indicated by the two parallel yellow lines.](mbc-31-1380-g010){#F10}

To quantify the intensity changes of the stained F-actin network in the cortical region, we compute the ratio R of the measured fluorescent intensity in the bulk region to that in the cortical region. The blue and red boxes in [Figure 10, b and d](#F10){ref-type="fig"}, show, respectively, a sampled cortical region and an adjacent bulk region further away from the cell boundary. The value of *R* is sampled over different parts of 20 muscle cells for both the ATP depleted and control cell sets. Sixty pairs of boxes are used in the statistics under each condition. [Figure 11](#F11){ref-type="fig"} shows how the intensity ratio R changes after ATP depletion. It is seen that for the untreated (normal) cells, the measured fluorescent intensity of the stained F-actin network in the cortical region is approximately the same as that in the bulk region, with *R* = 0.96 ± 0.18. For the ATP depleted cells, however, we find *R* = 2.62 ± 0.79, indicating that the content of F-actin in the cortical region is severely depleted by the reduction of the cellular ATP level. The loss of cortical actin after the ATP depletion was also reported for other cell types ([@B56]; [@B67]).

![Changes in the measured fluorescent intensity ratio *R* after the ATP depletion. The value of *R* is averaged over different parts of 20 muscle cells for both the ATP-depleted and control cell sets. Sixty data points are used in the statistics under each condition. The error bars show the SD of the measurements.](mbc-31-1380-g011){#F11}

The actin cortex is a densely packed thin layer of actin filaments and actin-binding proteins approximately 1 µm in thickness ([@B86]; [@B16]). The actin filaments and myosin II motor proteins in this region work together to generate forces for cell shape change, cytokinesis, and cell migration ([@B10]) via two active cellular processes driven by ATP hydrolysis: the actin filament polymerization/depolymerization (also called tread milling) and myosin motor contraction ([@B13]). We believe that the main effects of the ATP depletion, as shown in [Figures 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} [](#F10){ref-type="fig"} [](#F11){ref-type="fig"}-- [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"}, are most likely caused by the disruption of cortical F-actin assembly (e.g., reduction of actin polymerization), which gives rise to a much weakened actin network in the cortical region of the cell. This conclusion can also explain the observed suppression of nonthermal motion of the cortical network by ATP depletion, as reported in recent rheology measurements ([@B40]; [@B82]).

The weakening of the cortical actin network reduces the anchoring probability of membrane proteins to the underlying actin cortex. As a result, almost all the AChRs and GM1s become mobile, with 〈γ〉 \> 0.93, and their values of 〈*D*~L~〉 increase by a factor of more than 10. Large changes in the diffusion coefficient were also observed in other experiments when the coupling between the plasma membrane and the underlying cortical actin network was altered significantly. For example, [@B24] reported that the diffusion coefficient of the transferrin receptors (TfRs) and phospholipid molecules (DOPEs) on the blebbed membrane (detached from the cortical actin network) is increased by more than 25 times from that for normal NRK cells. These results provide further support for our conclusion that the changes in the measured 〈*D*~L~〉 and 〈γ〉 for GM1s and AChRs after, ATP depletion are linked to the decoupling of the cortical actin network with the plasma membrane. In a recent review article, [@B48] showed that the diffusion coefficient of lipid molecules in artificial membranes (freestanding membranes without an immobile protein network) is comparable to that in blebbed membranes. While the blebbed membranes and artificial membranes have different compositions and membrane structures, the fact that their diffusion coefficients are comparable and are more than 20 times larger than that in plasma membranes supports our observation that the immobile protein network, which is absent in both blebbed membranes and artificial membranes, plays a dominant role in determining the diffusion coefficient in plasma membranes.

[Figures 10](#F10){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#F11){ref-type="fig"} thus provide structural evidence showing that the ATP depletion significantly reduces the direct coupling between the plasma membrane and actin network in the cortical region of the cell. While details about the structural attachment and interactions between the actin cortex and plasma membrane still need to be clarified ([@B15]), our experiment clearly reveals that the membrane partition and diffusion in living cells are regulated via the active control of actin dynamics in the cortical region, which requires a constant flux of energy resulting from ATP hydrolysis.

Besides the ATP depletion, we also performed other drug treatments to alter the dynamics of the F-actin network ([@B38]). Treatment with latrunculin A is known to reduce polymerization of F-actin and disrupt the actin network ([@B17]). As a result, the probability of membrane proteins anchoring to the underlying actin cortex is reduced. We find that treatment with 3 μM latrunculin A for 2 h resulted in an increase of the mobile ratio γ by 60% and 16%, respectively, for AChRs and GM1s relative to the control values. The value of *D*~L~ is increased by 31% for AChRs and by 22% for GM1s. Treatment of jasplakinolide in vivo also involves reduction of F-actin ([@B12]). Under treatment with 50 nM jasplakinolide for 2 h, the mobile ratio γ is found to increase by 41% and 6%, respectively, for AChRs and GM1s relative to the control values. The value of *D*~L~ is increased by 72% for AChRs and by 56% for GM1s.

Treatment of widespread cells such as cultured muscle cells with nonmuscle myosin II inhibitors, such as blebbistatin and Y27632, was found to enhance the cortical actin network and increase its thickness ([@B14]; [@B47]). We find that treatment with 100 μM blebbistatin for 2 h resulted in a decrease of the mobile ratio γ by 4% and 66%, respectively, for AChRs and GM1s relative to the control values. The value of *D*~L~ was decreased by 17% for AChRs and by 73% for GM1s. Under treatment with 180 μM Y27632 for 1--2 h, the mobile ratio γ was found to decrease by 39% and 60%, respectively, for AChRs and GM1s relative to the control values. The value of *D*~L~ was decreased by 12% for AChRs and by 63% for GM1s.

Treatment with tyrosine phosphatase inhibitor pervanadate is known to increase phosphorylation in the rapsyn-MuSK pathway ([@B61]). From the phalloidin-stained images, we find that under treatment with 40 μM pervanadate for 1 h, the cortical actin network collapsed partially, with formation of a number of large actin clusters, together with a large decrease in actin density in most other areas. Treatment with 10 mM pervanadate resulted in complete disruption of the F-actin network. Our AChR tracking measurements reveal that under treatment with 40 μM pervanadate for 1 h, the mobile ratio γ increased by 56% from the control value. The value of *D*~L~ increased by 51% for AChRs.

While these drug treatments made various degrees of change in the diffusion dynamics of GM1s and AChRs, they reveal a general trend that when the coupling between the plasma membrane and the cortical actin network is weakened by drug treatments, the probability of membrane proteins anchoring to the underlying actin cortex is reduced, so that the immobile membrane protein network is weakened. Consequently, both the mobile ratio γ and the diffusion coefficient *D*~L~ are increased from the control values. On the other hand, when the coupling between the plasma membrane and the cortical actin network is enhanced by drug treatments, the probability of membrane proteins anchoring to the underlying actin cortex is increased, and consequently, both the mobile ratio γ and the diffusion coefficient *D*~L~ are reduced because of the enhanced immobile membrane protein network.

DISCUSSION
==========

In the above, we described a comparative study of the lateral motion of lipid molecules and transmembrane proteins, both residing on the plasma membranes of live *Xenopus* muscle cells. The lipid chosen for the study was the ganglioside GM1, which is a glycosphingolipid residing on the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane and thus does not have direct interactions with the underlying cortical actin network. The protein used for the study was acetylcholine receptor (AChR), which is a well-characterized ion channel having direct interactions with the cortical actin network. By accurately tracking a large volume of individual molecular trajectories from more than 300 live cells over a wide range of sampling rates (up to 80 fps) and long delay times (up to 200 s), we were able to obtain a number of high-order statistical measures of the molecular displacement Δ*x* (τ) over a long delay time τ, such as the mean squared displacement (MSD) 〈Δ*r*^2^ (τ)〉, probability density function (PDF or normalized histogram) *P* (Δ*x*), PDF *h* (*R*~g~) of the radius of gyration *R*~g~, and PDF *f* (δ) of the local diffusion coefficient δ. From these statistical analyses, we demonstrate that the GM1s and AChRs share the same dynamic heterogeneity and non-Gaussian statistics. They are also found to have similar distributions of the mobile ratio γ (∼65%) and long-time diffusion coefficient *D*~L~ for cells cultured under the same conditions.

The local diffusion of a membrane molecule is determined primarily by the crowding effect imposed by its surrounding molecules ([@B20]; [@B48]; [@B41]; [@B43]). Because of the complexity of the membrane structures, however, a membrane molecule will interact with many different molecules in its surroundings, both "horizontally" with other membrane proteins/lipids and "vertically" with the actin cortex and pericellular matrix (which is not studied in the present work). As a result, macromolecular crowding, which is a common term used in the biophysics community, may have different meanings. A main finding of our experiments is that among different crowding effects, the immobile and transiently confined proteins play a dominant role in determining the membrane diffusion. The diffusion coefficient of mobile AChRs and GM1s is increased by more than a factor of 10 when the immobile ratio of membrane molecules (including AChRs and GM1s) is reduced by ATP depletion. Previous studies also reported that the diffusion coefficient of membrane proteins/lipids on the blebbed membrane (detached from the actin cortex) is increased by more than 25 times from that for normal cells ([@B24]). Furthermore, our measurements reveal that the diffusion coefficients of mobile AChRs and GM1s are similar, indicating that the direct interactions between the mobile (unanchored) AChRs and actin cortex do not play a significant role in determining the diffusion coefficients of transmembrane proteins.

Based on these results, we conclude that 1) the concentration of immobile and transiently confined proteins on the membrane must be large in order to produce such a large change in membrane diffusivity; 2) because these immobile proteins are anchored to the underlying cortical actin network, they will form a (transiently) immobile network at high concentrations ([@B24]) with a structure similar to that of the underlying actin network. As the immobile protein network is embedded in the membrane, all the mobile membrane molecules will diffuse through this largely 2D porous network. In this way, the immobile protein network produces a unique crowding effect on all membrane molecules, including both transmembrane proteins and lipids. [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} reveals that the local diffusion coefficient has a broad (exponential-like) distribution with its value varying by a factor of more than 10, suggesting that the immobile protein network is not uniform and has large spatial variations. In concentrated regions, where the immobile network has smaller mesh (corral) sizes, the diffusion of mobile membrane molecules is strongly hindered. In dilute regions, on the other hand, the immobile network has larger mesh (corral) sizes, and hence the mobile membrane molecules diffuse faster. As mentioned above, the large difference in diffusivity between the normal cell membrane and the blebbed membrane provides a wide dynamic range for variations of the local diffusion coefficient δ.

These findings provide strong support for the dynamic picket-fence (DPF) model, as depicted in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The DPF model ([@B39]) was originated from the picket-fence model ([@B49]; [@B71]), which envisioned that the cortical actin "fences" and anchoring protein "pickets" are permanent structures on the membrane and the mobile proteins can only hop between different corrals of the cortical actin fences following a thermal activation process ([@B23]). Although this hop diffusion model can qualitatively explain some previous single molecule--tracking results, it contains several key assumptions that are inconsistent with the findings of the recent ([@B39]) and present experiments. First, the model assumed that the corrals are quasi-periodic, with a narrow size range between 32 and 230 nm, depending on the cell type ([@B49]; [@B71]; [@B46]). It is difficult to produce a broad exponential-like distribution *f* (δ), as shown in [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, when the immobile protein network is spatially homogeneous with a narrow distribution of mesh sizes. Second, our measurements reveal that the diffusion coefficients of mobile AChRs and GM1s are similar, indicating that the direct interactions between the mobile (unanchored) AChRs and actin cortex do not play a significant role in determining the diffusion coefficient of transmembrane proteins. As mentioned above, a main finding of our experiments is that among different crowding effects, the immobile proteins (both permanently and transiently confined) play a dominant role in determining membrane diffusion. As a result, activated hopping over the cortical actin fences is unlikely to play a major role in slowing down the diffusion of mobile membrane molecules. Finally, the picket-fence model assumed that the hopping of membrane molecules between different corrals is caused by thermal fluctuations, an equilibrium process with a finite correlation time that is unlikely to produce non-Gaussian statistics at the long-time limit, as shown in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

To overcome these shortcomings, the DPF model hypothesizes that the anchored protein network permeating the membrane is neither spatially homogeneous nor temporally frozen. It is only transiently immobile and its long-time dynamics is determined by the underlying cortical actin network, which is under slow active remodeling ([@B32]; [@B55]; [@B36]; [@B64]). Consequently, membrane diffusion is expected to be strongly influenced by the dynamics of the cortical actin network, which requires a continuing energy input. Our measurements with the ATP-depleted cells reveal that the diffusion dynamics of the GM1s and AChRs is indeed evenly affected by the intracellular ATP level of the living muscle cells. It is found that ATP depletion significantly reduces direct coupling between the plasma membrane and the cortical actin layer, leading to a significant reduction of membrane partitioning. As a result, the mobile ratios of both the GM1s and AChRs and their mobility on the membrane are all significantly increased, and the levels of dynamic heterogeneity and non-Gaussian behavior of the GM1s and AChRs are reduced.

Our conclusion on membrane diffusion through a heterogeneous and slow-varying protein network is also supported by recent studies of the structure and dynamics of the cortical actin network. It was shown by recent electron tomography and superresolution optical imaging ([@B86]; [@B24]; [@B72]) that the cortical actin layer underneath the plasma membrane is a thin layer of random F-actin network with a large variety of meshes (corrals) of different sizes. Mobile proteins in the membrane diffuse through the corrals ([@B3]; [@B72]). In a more recent experiment, [@B22] used an actin picket--tethering protein to manipulate the direct coupling between a transmembrane protein and the cortical actin network. It was found that when the actin-picket-tethering proteins were removed from the cortical region, membrane partition/hindering was reduced and both the membrane proteins and the lipids in the outer leaflet of the membrane diffuse more freely. This observation is consistent with our finding on the ATP depletion effect. From simultaneous observations of the motion of the QD-labeled IgE receptors and GFP-tagged actin dynamics in the cortical region, [@B3] reported that the active remodeling of large-scale actin structures in the cortical region occurs over seconds, making the location and dimension of actin-defined corrals time-dependent. It was also shown ([@B3]) that disruption of the actin cytoskeleton by latrunculin B resulted in an increased diffusion of the receptor clusters. These results further support our finding that the cortical actin network not only provides a fence for membrane compartmentalization that restricts diffusion of all membrane molecules (such as AChRs and GM1s), but also dynamically influences their long-term mobility and nonequilibrium statistics.

Our experiment thus provides an interesting example showing how membrane diffusion is actively regulated in living cells via the actin dynamics in the cortical region, which requires a constant input of energy from ATP hydrolysis. Although the DPF model is primarily qualitative, it provides a framework of key factors that can qualitatively explain the main features observed in the experiment. It also lays a foundation for further development of theoretical models to describe the diffusion dynamics of mobile membrane molecules quantitatively through a heterogeneous protein network that is anchored to the underlying cortical actin network under slow active remodeling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Primary cell culture
--------------------

Ganglioside GM1s are abundant on the plasma membranes of *Xenopus* muscle cells, which were dissected from myotomes of the fertilized *Xenopus* embryos developed at stages 20--22, following the protocol described in [@B65]. The dissected muscle cells were seeded on circular glass cover slips coated with entactin, collagen IV, and laminin (ECL, purchased from Upstate Co.) and were cultured in a medium consisting of 88% Steinberg's solution, 10% L-15 medium (purchased from Leibovitz Co.), 1% fetal bovine serum, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin/gentamicin (Sigma Aldrich). The primary cultured muscle cells were spread on the ECL coating after 24 h. The muscle cell cultures were maintained at 23°C and could be stored for 3 wk if they were not contaminated.

Quantum dot labeling
--------------------

To track the GM1s on the membrane of a living muscle cell, the individual GM1s were labeled with bright and photostable fluorescent quantum dots (QDs; [@B5]; [@B27]). This was achieved by first labeling the GM1s with biotin-conjugated cholera toxin B subunits (biotin-CTX, C34779, purchased from Invitrogen Co.) for 10 min. GM1 is a specific receptor for cholera toxin. The cells were then washed three times with the culture medium (5 min each) to remove the unbound biotin-CTX. The concentration of biotin-CTX applied to the cells was adjusted according to the final labeling density of the QDs needed. Typically, 0.5 nM biotin-CTX was used for a fast movie recording (80 and 5 fps), and 0.25 nM biotin-CTX was used for a slow movie recording (0.33 fps). A lower concentration of QDs was used to reduce tracking ambiguities between the consecutive images of the QDs. After the repeated washes, the cultures labeled with biotin-CTX were treated for 10 min with 2.5 nM streptavidin-conjugated QD solution (QD655, Q10121MP, purchased from Invitrogen Co.). The cells were then washed three times with the culture medium (5 min each) to remove the unbounded QDs. The entire staining process takes about 1.5 h.

Sample preparation and microscope imaging
-----------------------------------------

The circular coverslip with the QD-labeled living cells was glued onto a stainless steel slide 2 mm thick for microscope imaging. The slide had a central hole of volume 50 µl, which served as a chamber to hold the culture medium and to make optical observations. The living cells were kept in a healthy state for at least 2 h. The live-cell sample was placed on the stage of an inverted microscope (Leica DM-IRB), and the motion of QDs (and hence GM1s) was viewed from below with fluorescence microscopy. Image sequences were recorded using an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera (Andor Ixon3 897 back-illuminated EMCCD) and streamed to the hard drive of a host computer.

Image acquisition was controlled by IQ 3.1 software (Andor Technology). The QDs were excited by visible light with wavelength 400--450 nm, and the light emitted by the QDs was selected to be in the wavelength range 645--655 nm. Typical frame rates used in the movie recording were 5 and 80 fps, and the corresponding exposure times were 30 and 10 ms, respectively. The recorded images have a spatial resolution of 512 × 512 pixels at frame rate 5 fps and 500 × 200 pixels at 80 fps. With a 100 × oil objective (NA = 1.4), the QDs in the image taken at 80 fps typically occupy 5 pixels across their diameter.

As mentioned above, the QD-labeled GM1s were abundant on the membranes of the quiescent muscle cells. In particular, the bottom sides of the membranes facing the substrate were flat and had a large area (up to 0.05 mm^2^) for optical observation. This was an optimal situation for tracking a large number of GM1s concurrently. This is true even for samples that were sparsely labeled to avoid trajectory entanglement. For a typical GM1 tracking on the bottom membrane at 5 fps, about 200 QDs were tracked simultaneously for 1000 frames, which typically yielded 1000--3000 (broken) QD trajectories. A total of 2000 images were taken for the 80 fps recording. Long-time GM1 tracking was done at 0.25 fps for 450 frames with a total 30-min recording. For the movie files with the recording time extended to 30 min, the exposure time was carefully controlled to reduce damage to the live-cell samples. Typically, the QD trajectories taken from at least 10 cells cultured under the same conditions were used for statistical analyses. In some cases, such as that shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, we used all the data sets taken from 307 cells.

Single-molecule tracking
------------------------

A homemade Matlab program based on the standard tracking algorithm ([@B18]; [@B4]; [@B39]) was used to determine the GM1 position *r* (*t*) at time *t*, and the GM1 trajectories were constructed from the consecutive images. From the movie of stationary QDs (stuck on a glass slide), we find that their displacement over a time period of 200 s is less than 24 nm (= 0.18 pixel). This result sets the accuracy of the measurement of the two-dimensional (2D) displacement vector, Δ*r* (τ) = *r* (t + τ) -- (*t*), where τ (≲180 s) is the delay time used in the experiment. During this delay time, GM1s moved several micrometers. Because the viscosity of the plasma membrane was ∼500 times higher than that of the extracellular medium, the motion of the QD-labeled GM1s was determined primarily by their transmembrane domains (see the Supplementary Material for more discussions).

From the GM1 trajectories, we compute the statistics of Δ*r* (τ), such as the mean squared displacement (MSD) 〈Δ*r*^2^ (τ)〉 and the probability density function (PDF) *P* (Δ*x*) of the x-component of (Δ*r* (τ). We also compute the radius of gyration *R*~g~ of the GM1 trajectories,

where *N* is the total number of time steps in each trajectory, *x~i~* and *y~i~* are the projections of the position of each trajectory step on the *x*- and *y*-axis, respectively, and *x* and *y* are their mean values. Physically, *R*~g~ quantifies the size of a GM1 trajectory generated during the time lapse τ. Other details about the image processing and single-molecule tracking have been described in [@B39].

ATP depletion and F-actin staining
----------------------------------

We used 2-deoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose (Sigma) and sodium azide (NaN~3~, Sigma) to reduce the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) level of the living *Xenopu*s muscle cells. It is known that 2-deoxy-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose effectively interrupts anaerobic glycolysis ([@B45]) and the metabolic inhibitor NaN~3~ ([@B33]; [@B25]) inhibits oxidative phosphorylation by cytochrome oxidase in the mitochondria. Because of inhibition of the two major ATP synthesis sources by the two drugs, the muscle cells will suffer a large decrease in intracellular ATP. The live cells are treated with a 1:1 mixture of the two drugs at 30 mM and incubated for 2 h to allow their ATP stock to be consumed. A similar protocol of ATP depletion has been used in previous experiments ([@B40]; [@B82]).

To monitor the intracellular ATP level of the living muscle cells, the cells were incubated with 10 µM magnesium green-AMester (MgGr, Molecular Probes) for 30 min in the dark and washed three times with culture medium (1 min each). The MgGr has an absorption (emission) maximum at approximately 506 nm (531 nm). Because ATP has a higher affinity for Mg^2+^ than ADP ([@B52]; [@B7]; [@B50]) and the emission intensity of MgGr increases when it binds to free intracellular Mg^2+^, the fluorescence intensity of MgGr is inversely correlated to the intracellular ATP level. As a result, we selected those cells with the brightest fluorescence signal as the ones most responsive to the ATP depletion treatment.

To visualize the F-actin network, the muscle cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 15 min at room temperature and washed with PBS three times (1 min each). The muscle cells were then permeabilized with Triton X-100 at a concentration of 0.2% for 5 min and washed three times with PBS (1 min each). The cells were further treated with rhodamine phalloidin for 40 min in the dark and washed three times with PBS (1 min each). After extra water on the cover slips was removed, they were sealed on a glass microscope slide with clear nail polish. The glass slides were pretreated with a drop (3 µl) of anti-photobleaching citifluor solution before the sealing.

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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